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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the spectral properties and the bit error rate (BER) performance of enhanced
FQPSK (EFQPSK) and constrained envelope modulation (CEM) techniques. Both the techniques
are found to provide good spectral efficiencies. The EFQPSK signals are found to generate spectral
lines for unbalanced data. An analytical spectral study for the spectral lines is presented. While
the performance of CEM techniques has been presented in [6] for an ideal nonlinear amplifier, we
present results for more realistic amplifiers with AM/AM and AM/PM effects. It is shown that such
an amplifier generates spectral regrowth and a predistorter is required to reduce the adverse effects. A
BER performance study with/without channel coding is also presented for the two techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to the growing demand on high data rate transmissions in the face of decreasing frequency al-
locations, bandwidth efficient modulation techniques have received considerable attention in recent
times. Both linear and nonlinear modulation techniques have been extensively investigated in the
literature. While linearly modulated signals are highly bandwidth efficient in linear channels, their
spectral efficiency degrades significantly when power efficient nonlinear amplifiers are used. A non-
linearly modulated signal, such as the Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK), can pass through
nonlinear amplifiers without spectrum regeneration and performance degradation. However, its spec-
trum efficiency is low. Therefore, a large number of techniques have been developed in recent times
to achieve better spectrum utilization, yet with little performance degradation under nonlinear ampli-
fication. The Enhanced Feher-Patented Quadrature Phase-Shift-Keying (EFQPSK) and constrained
envelope modulation for linearly modulated signals are two such techniques.

EFQPSK [1] [2] is an enhanced version of Feher’s QPSK [3]. This technique emphasizes on symbol
by symbol representation of the cross correlation operation. As a result, instead of the crosscorrelator
of the conventional FQPSK, the EFQPSK can be described directly in terms of data transitions on
the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) channels. The EFQPSK also improves upon the smoothness of
the modulating waveforms, thus improving the power spectral density roll off. Further, the BER per-
formance has also been significantly improved by exploiting the correlation inherent in the modulation.
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CEM technique has been investigated by several authors [4], [5], [6], [7]. In this technique, a
band-limited correcting function is added to a linearly modulated signal in order to constrain its enve-
lope fluctuations. This correction signal limits the signal values at the periodically selected positions.
However, it causes the signal to exceed the amplitude threshold at other positions. The CEM technique
has been applied to orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) in [4], [5]. In [6] and [7], it is
used for conventional PSK and APSK signals, and it is shown that the back-off level of the nonlinear
amplifier can be reduced, thus obtaining efficient amplification without sacrificing the spectral quality.

In this paper, we investigate the spectral properties and the BER performance of EFQPSK and CEM
techniques. Both balanced and unbalanced data are considered. It is observed that EFQPSK signals
generate spectral lines for unbalanced data. An analytical spectral study for the spectral lines is pre-
sented. While the performance of CEM techniques has been presented in [6] for an ideal nonlinear
amplifier, we present results for more realistic amplifiers with AM/AM and AM/PM effects [8]. It
is shown that such an amplifier generates spectral regrowth for CEM techniques and a predistorter is
required. A BER performance study with/without channel coding is presented for the two techniques.

SYSTEM MODEL

Enhanced FQPSK Modulation: The baseband signal is constructed using eight waveforms�������	��
���� ��� , described in [1]. Each waveform�������	� occupies only one symbol interval. So, in every symbol
interval, one waveform is chosen for the I channel and another waveform is chosen for the Q channel.
The selection of an I/Q waveform depends on the most recent data transition on that channel as well as
two most recent successive transitions on the other channel. The I channel baseband waveform�������	�
during the� -th signaling interval������� �"!"��#$���%�&�'�)(*�+�,!"��# is given by�������	�.-0/1�2 3��546���7�8�9#:� ,
where/1�;2 3 is the � -th I channel bit (<=� ), and the waveform identification number> is obtained as>?-A@CBEDF�G/1�2 3H�I/1�2 3KJML�	�"!ND�(O!�BEDF�G/9PQ2 3KJMLR�I/9PQ2 3KJ9S;�	�"!NDK(TDU�G/9PQ2 3V�W/9PQ2 3KJML	�X�"!ND (1)

Similarly, the Q channel baseband waveform�NPY���	� during the � -th signaling interval�9# � �W����)(*�+��# is given by�NPY���	�Y-*/9PQ2 3��5Z[���7�8�9#:� , where\ is obtained as\]-*@^BEDF�G/9PQ2 3H�I/9PQ2 3KJML�X�,!ND�(E!=BODF�G/1�2 3H�W/1�2 3KJMLX�	�"!NDK(_DF�G/1�2 3;`�LR�W/1�2 35�	�"!ND (2)

The overall complex envelope of the transmitted signal�7���	� is�7���	�Y-$a � /1�;2 ����46���R� � #:�b(dcHa � /9PQ2 ����Z[���e( # ! � � #:� (3)

where ��46���	� and �5Z[���	� have support only overfF�g#g�"!h
	#g�"!�i . The received signal is passed through a
noise limiting filter and sampled at the rate ofj samples per symbol interval. Note that�7���	� is not
a strictly bandlimited signal, and therefore,j must be large enough so that the Nyquist criterion is
satisfied with respect to a modified bandwidth definition (say, -60 dB). The effects ofj is investigated
in [10], where it is found that the optimal receiver’s performance is not degraded due to the sampling
rate. However, suboptimal receivers may be seriously affected if a low sampling rate is employed.

Constrained Envelope Modulation (CEM): The CEM signal is generated by first obtaining a baseband
equivalent linearly modulated signal�5k ���	� as�5k+���	�l- ma�UnoJ m /p�rqs���R� � #6� (4)



wheret u+/p�wv is the sequence ofx -ary symbols,qs���	� is a pulse-spreading filter,# is the symbol period,
and ��!,yz({� � is the total number of symbols transmitted. The transmit filter, in our study, is a root
raised cosine (RRC) filter with a roll-off,| , ���}|*�~� . Therefore, the bandwidth ofqs���	� is limited
to D���D6� ����({|��X�,!�# . Thus, discrete time samples at the Nyquist rate and above can adequately
describe the signal�5k+���	� . In [7], a sampling ratej�-�! is considered. For a general integerj , the
samples can be divided intoj subchannels, so that the subchannel� , �W�����?j��{� , contains the
samplesu�� k5�'�9#N����
��5k5�	�'�g(�j,��#N����
��5k �X���%(�!�j,��#N����
5� � �rv , where#o�V-�#g��j . As shown in Fig. 1, all signal
samples at the output of the symbol filtering unit pass through a delay unit on way to the combiner.
The subchannel samples are, however, processed and appropriately filtered in order to constrain the
amplitudes at the combiner output. Considering the subchannel 0, the

�
th sample is�5k+� � #:�l-&� � �5(8/p��JML�qs��#6�Q(8/p�rqs�G�p�b(8/p�U`�LGq����g#6�b(A� � � (5)

Sinceqs���"� is the largest magnitude of the filter (e.g., RRC) samples, the most significant contribution
to �5k � � #:� comes from/p��qs�G�p� . The remaining terms in (5) are individually small. However, depending
on the symbols, they may all add up in correct phase to produce a large magnitude sample�5k � � #:�
requiring larger trasmitter power. To reduce this increased power requirement, a constrained generator
is used as shown in Fig. 1. Each sample,� k5� � #6� , from the output of filterqs���	� at point A is fed to
the constrained-envelope generator for subchannel 0, and the magnitude of the sample,D��5k5� � #:� D , is
compared to the threshold value�1�'q����p� , where �1� is the largest magnitude of a signal point in the
constellation diagram. IfD��5k5� � #:� Db���1�'qs���"� then the discriminator output is made zero. However, if
the signal magnitudeD�� k5� � #6� D exceeds the threshold�1�'qs�G�p� , then the discriminator output generates an
error signal sample�5�X2 � as �5�X2 �Q-$�5k � � #:� � D��5k � � #:�+D5�W�9��qs���p�D��5k5� � #:�+D qs���"� � (6)

This complex error sequence is passed through the bandlimited pulse-spreading filterqs���	� to generate
the constrained bandwidth error signal for subchannel 0,��� ��� ���	�Y-�a � �5�X2 ��q������ � #:� (7)

This error signal is combined with�5k ���	� , resulting in� � ��� ���	�Y-$�5k ���	�N�]� � ��� ���	� , so that the
�
-th sample is��� ��� � � #:�l-��5k � � #:�R�8� k5� � #6� � D��5k � � #:�+D+�I�1�'qs�G�p�D��5k � � #:�+D � -��5k � � #:� � �1�'qs�G�p�D��5k � � #:�+D�� (8)

Thus the magnitude of the combined signal sample� � ��� � � #:� is reduced to�1�'q����p� . Similarly, consider-
ing subchannel� , ����� , the

�
-th sample at the output of the symbol filter is�5k+�	�'�)( � j"��#o�;�l-&� � � (�/1��JML�qs�X����(�j"��#o�;�b(8/p��q��'�9#N���b(�/1�F`�L�qs�X���=�Wj,��#N��b(*� � � (9)

The error samples for subchannel� are then obtained as�53K2 �o-��5k �	�'�)( � j"��#o�;� � D��5k �	�'�)( � j"��#o�;�+D+�W�1�'qs�G�p�D��5k �X���)( � j,��#N��� D qs�G�p� � (10)

This error sequence generates the constrained bandwidth error signal� � 3�� ���	�Y-�� � �53K2 ��q��������'��( � j"��#o�� .
The combiner output, due to symbol filtering and subchannel processing, becomes a CEM signal�7���	�Y-$�5k ���	��� �XJMLa3;n[� ��� 3�� ���	��- ma�UnoJ m /p�rqs���R� � #:�l� �XJMLa3;n[� ma�UnoJ m �53K2 � qs���R�A�'��( � j"��#o�;� (11)
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Fig. 1. Block diagram showing CEM generation

Note that the delay unit in the figure ensures correct timing at the combiner.

SPECTRAL PROPERTIES

Enhanced FQPSK: The EFQPSK signal can be described by�7���	�.-0a �¢¡ ���7� � #¤£X/1�'
¥[�G� (12)

where u+/p�'v is the sequence of source symbols andu+¥[�'v is a sequence of random variables, denoting
the states of the modulator. In fact, EFQPSK is represented by a modulator with 16 states and four
input symbols, denoted by the I and Q pair���h
;�p� , ���M
��+� , ���"
;�p� , ���,
5�+� . The waveforms¡ ����£/p�w
X¥[��� take
values from a set of deterministic, finite energy signals, comprising of�������	� , �¦� � �§� , as described
in (3). The power spectrum of such digital signals is [9]¨o© �'�Q�l- �# ªa« noJ ª

f�¬ « �'�Q�R�W¬ ª ���e��i�� J�	Sw®5¯ «�° ( �# S ¬ ª �'�Q� ªa« noJ ª
± �'�²�´³# � (13)

where¬ « ���e�Y-0µ¶fr·¸�'�s£/p�U` « 
¥[�U` « �;·:¹+�'�s£/p�w
¥[�G��i , and·¸�'�7£X/1�w
¥[��� is the Fourier transform of¡ ����£/p�w
X¥[��� .The term¬ ª �'�e� is defined by¬ ª �'�e�Y-?º�»�¼«�½ ª ¬ « �'�e�l-¾D�µ²f�·¸�'�7£X/1�'
¥[����i	D S
The first term in (13) is line-free since the modulator memory is short and, therefore,¬ « �'�Q�K�6¬ ª �'�e�l¿� rapidly as³ ¿ À . This continous part of the spectrum is studied in [1]. In this paper, our analy-
sis focuses only on the line spectrum described by the second term in (13). The average spectrumµ¶fr·¸���7£/p��
¥Á3���i can be expressed as

µ²f�·¸�'�7£X/1�'
¥Á3 ��io- L'Âa3;n[��Ãa�Fn[�ÁÄ f�¥Á3Ki�·¸�'�7£X/1�'
¥Á3 � Ä f�/p��i
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Fig. 2. Spectra of EFQPSK. The TWT operates at 0 dB backoff. The figure shows that the effects of the TWT on the
spectrum are negligible.
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Fig. 3. Spectra of EFQPSK for unbalanced data (with +1 occuringÅ�Æ�Ç and -1 occuringÈ�Æ5Ç ). The DC line is ignored in
plotting the SFCG mask.

The spectrum·=���7£/p�w
X¥Á3 � for each state and each incoming symbol is obtained by taking the Fourier
transform of the corresponding waveform.Ä fU� i denotes probability.

Figures 2 and 3 show the simulated EFQPSK spectra for balanced and unbalanced data respectively.
The space frequency co-ordination group (SFCG) spectral mask is also shown. The spectrum is ob-
served to be well within the mask in the balanced data case. However, strong spectral lines are observed
in the case of unbalanced data. The simulated strengths of the spectral lines are compared with the
analytical results in Table 1. A normalization factor is assumed in the analytical results.

Constrained Envelope Modulation: The simulated spectra of CEM signals with QPSK modulation are
shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7. Figure 4 shows that the spectral regrowth is not severe for CEM signals
if the TWT model is an ideal clipper. This is a significant improvement over conventional QPSK
without constrained envelope processing, and it agrees well with the observations in [6]. Figure 5
shows CEM spectra for a more realistic TWT model with both AM/AM and AM/PM effects, and



Probability of Relative strength Relative strength
a bit being at zero frequency (dB) at ��-_�+�"!�#oÉ (dB)

a +1 Analysis Simulation Analysis Simulation
0.45 +15.0 +16.0 -10.0 -10.0
0.40 +21.0 +21.0 -4.0 -4.0
0.35 +24.0 +25.0 -1.0 -0.5
0.30 +27.0 +30.0 +1.0 0.0
0.25 +29.0 +30.0 +2.0 +0.5
0.20 +30.0 +32.0 +2.0 +0.0

TABLE I

Spectral lines for unbalanced data. The relative strength measures strengths with respect to the spectrum level at zero

frequency for balanced data.
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Fig. 4. Spectra of QPSK CEM with RRC filtering (roll-off factor=0.12). The TWT is an ideal clipper.

severe spectral regrowth is observed even with a 4 dB input backoff (IBO). Since CEM signal shows
good spectral properties with an ideal clipper, a natural choice for improving its spectral properties is
to use a predistorter. In this paper, the predistorter model described in [11] is used. The combination
of the predistorter and the TWT produces an approximate clipper characteristics. The spectrum as a
result becomes much more compact as shown in Fig. 6. Even for 0 dB input backoff, a comparison
with Fig. 5 shows that the predistorter has improved upon the spectrum as shown in Fig. 7.

BIT ERROR RATE PERFORMANCE

Enhanced FQPSK: Different receiver structures for EFQPSK signals have been considered in [10].
The optimal receiver structure uses the Viterbi Algorithm (VA) with 16 states. Each state��/9�2 3KJML�
/1�2 3�
M/9PQ2 3KJ9S�
9/9Pe2 3�JML� represents 4 bits consisting of two I channel bits,/1�2 3KJML , /1�2 3 , and two Q chan-
nel bits, /9PQ2 3KJ9S , /9Pe2 3�JML . The transition from state¥ « -Ê��/1�;2 3�J9S�
/1�2 3KJML�
X/hPQ2 3KJ Ã 
/9PQ2 3KJ9S;� to state¥pË¦-��/1�;2 3�JML�
/1�2 3�
X/hPQ2 3KJ9SK
/9PQ2 3KJMLX� is associated with the branch metricÌ �G¥ « 
¥pËp
;�[�l-ÍD�D Îb�2 3H�I/1�2 3�Ï�4¤D�D S (_D�D Î�PQ2 3H�I/9PQ2 3KÏKZoD�D S
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Fig. 5. Spectra of QPSK CEM with RRC filtering (roll-off factor=0.12)when a more realistic TWT model is used.
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Fig. 6. Spectra of QPSK CEM with RRC filtering (roll-off factor=0.12). A more realistic TWT model and a predistorter
are used.

where the waveform identification numbers> and \ are obtained from (1) and (2) respectively, andD�D���D�D denotes Euclidean norm. The vectorÎb�2 3Ð-�/1�;2 3KÏK�[(EÑ�� , where the vectorÏK� consists of samples
of �������	� , and Ñ�� is the inphase noise sample vector. When a convolutional code of constraint lengthÒ
is used, a joint detector and decoder implementation requires!,Ó `[S states. In this case, each state is
associated with 6 encoder output channel bits. A state transition provides 2 additional bits. Therefore,
each state transition provides 8 channel bits. These bits determine the waveform numbers (1) and (2),
which are used in the calculation of the branch metric.

A suboptimal receiver structure can be realized using linear filters. LetÔ be a linear filter ofj taps.
Consider the detection of the I channel bit using this filter. Let the input signal vector to the filter
while detecting the� -th bit be denoted byÎb�2 3 . This vector is of the form,Îb�2 3^-Õ/1�2 3KÏK�o(*Ñ�� . The
mean-squared error (MSE) at the output of the filter isÖ×-$µ^uÁD Ô ° ��/9�2 3KÏK�h(OÑ��K�R�I/1�2 39D S v . Taking the
derivative ofÖ with respect toÔ and setting it to zero, the optimal (Wiener) MMSE filter isÔ^kØË;Ùb-0Ú JMLÛÏ (14)
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where ÚÜ-~���+�,Ýp�Á�ßÞ�Un[� ÏK��Ï ° � (6¥ SZ�à , µ^u�Ñ���Ñ ° � v=-{¥ SZ�à , and
ÛÏ¤-~���+�,Ý"�Á��Þ�Fn[� Ï�� . The same optimal filter

is used for detecting both the I and Q channel symbols/9�2 3 and /9Pe2 3 using the input vectorÎb�2 3 andÎbPe2 3 respectively. Note that, at very low SNR,ÚÕá$¥ SZ à , and then,Ô^kØË;Ùeá$¥ J9SZ ÛÏ , which is the averaged
matched filter receiver discussed in [2]. Note that the performance of the above linear filters can be
slightly improved by using 8 parallel matched filters, each corresponding to one of the waveformsÏ��w
;��� � �*� . This structure is called the Per-Waveform Matched Filter (PWMF) receiver [10].

The BER performance for uncoded EFQPSK is shown in Fig. 8. The performance degradation due
to the TWT is found to be negligible in the SNR range shown. The TWT is operated with 0 dB IBO.
The trellis coded Viterbi receiver’s performance agrees with similar results reported in [2]. However,
the average matched filter (MF) receiver’s performance does not agree with the corresponding results
in [2]. At high SNR, the performance gap among the receivers increases. Convolutional codes withÒâ-}� , rate 1/2 with generatorsã"Lä-?���"�"�"�5�"�M�+� and ã�S6-?��� �M�"� �h�"�+� are used in the study (Fig. 9) .
Coding is found to provide a gain of more than 4.5 dB at a BER of� � J Ã for the optimal structure.
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Constrained Envelope Modulation: The BER performance for uncoded and coded CEM signals is
shown in Fig. 10. An MF receiver, a TWT at 0 dB IBO and a predistorter are used. The figure shows
that the use of the TWT results in more than 1 dB loss. Note that a TWT actually amplifies an input
signal and so the degradation in using the TWT should be seen as a loss in comparison with an ideal
perfectly linear amplifier. Coding is found to provide more than 6 dB improvement at a BER of� � J1å .
A BER performance comparison of EFQPSK and CEM QPSK is shown in Fig. 11. The data rate and
the TWT IBO (0 dB) are same for both the techniques. Thus the spectral efficiency of CEM is worse
than that of EFQPSK in this case (Figs. 2 and 7). The EFQPSK uses the optimal receiver while the
CEM uses an MF receiver. Although EFQPSK uses an optimal receiver, it can be implemented easily,
and its complexity in the coded case is still not too high compared to the CEM/MF receiver. The figure
shows that coded EFQPSK gains about 2 dB over coded CEM near a BER of� � J1å .

CONCLUSIONS

EFQPSK and CEM signals are studied. The advantages of EFQPSK include 1) Negligible degradation
due to nonlinearities in a TWT. 2) Easily implementable optimal receiver structure, providing high
power efficiency. The disadvantages of EFQPSK include 1) Sensitivity to unbalanced data, resulting
in spectral lines. 2) Spectral efficiency with a linear amplifier is poorer than conventional QPSK.
The advantages of CEM signals include 1) Insensitivity to unbalanced data, except a zero frequency
DC line generation. 2) High spectral efficiency in conjunction with a predistorter. Moreover, higher
order modulation can be used to improve spectral efficiency, albeit sacrificing power efficiency. The
disadvantages of CEM include 1) Unknown power normalization factor. 2) Considerable spectral
regrowth due to a TWT amplifier. Performance can degrade due to poor predistorter implementation.
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